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The 2nd Annual Mississippi IT Symposium Will Draw More Than 120
Attendees Representing Over 50 Companies Within the Jackson Area

There are only a handful of sponsorship opportunities left for the Mississippi IT Symposium
taking place on May 2nd, 2018 at the Jackson Convention Center

JACKSON, Mississippi (PRWEB) March 13, 2018 -- The 2nd Annual Mississippi IT Symposium is returning
to the Jackson Convention Center on May 2nd, 2018. This one-day executive level event is designed for VP’s,
CIO’s, and their management teams of all the local commercial, government, and educational sectors for a day
of collaboration. Last year, the event drew over 120 attendees representing 50 companies. Sponsorship
opportunities are limited, this event provides a unique opportunity for vendors to get face-to-face with the
region’s top IT executives. Non-sponsoring vendors, consultants, or sales reps are not allowed to attend, this is
beneficial for both our attendees and the sponsors underwriting the event.

EFM, the company coordinating the IT Symposium, sources local IT leadership to build relevant content that
leaves attendees with actionable information. Sponsorship revenue helps fund local initiatives that benefit the
community- as a company EFM distributed more that $700,000 in 2017. Last year, the Mississippi IT
Symposium along with ERGON Inc. donated $7,500 to Canopy Children’s Solutions of Jackson, Mississippi.

Sponsoring vendors have the opportunity to share information about problem-solving technology and ideas
local executives can use in their day-to-day business practices. Most sponsors use this opportunity to present
themselves as experts who can be utilized to help with the issues that present themselves in the workplace.

For more information about the event or sponsorship opportunities, please contact Dayton Ruby at
dayton(at)efminc(dot)com or at (515) 332-7940.
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Contact Information
Dayton Ruby
EFM Events
http://www.mississippiitsymposium.com
+1 515-332-7940

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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